Saves Time. Saves Blood. Saves Lives.

The Best of the
‘3-Minute’ Gauzes…
ARE YOU CARRYING THE BEST?
5’ Z-Fold - P/N - FG08838031
10’ Z-Fold - P/N - FG08834012, NSN# 6510-01-619-8636
Also available in 10’ Roll P/N - FG08834011

TM

Celox™ Gauze
demonstrated higher
rates of survival when
compared to the
current standard of
care, Combat Gauze™.

TM

Celox™ Gauze
had the highest
observed survival
rate with 90%
of the animals
surviving, while
Combat Gauze™
had a 60%
survival rate.(1)

Celox™ Gauze, designed and intended for the control of severe bleeding, offers numerous
Clinical, Tactical, and Economical advantages over other ‘3-Minute’ hemostatic dressings
such as Combat Gauze™, Combat Gauze™ XL, and ChitoGauze™.

CLINICAL

When placed directly into a
bleeding wound and subjected to
pressure Celox™ Gauze absorbs blood
and forms a muco-adhesive gel that
seals the wound to stop the flow of
blood.
In a recent Navy study(1), Celox™
Gauze clearly and consistently
outperformed competitors in several
areas relevant to a Combat or Tactical
Medic. They include: Immediate
Hemostasis (defined as a 3 minute
compression period), Post-Application
Blood Loss, and most notably,
Survival.

TACTICAL

You don’t always get to choose your
Phase of Care.
‘3 Minutes’ of direct pressure begins
after dressing application ends. ‘Packs
faster’ can be the difference between
your safety and tactical medical
superiority for your casualty. Celox™ 5’
Gauze is nearly 60% shorter in length
compared to competitive products
while filling the same size wound.
The shorter gauze allows significantly
faster wound packing. Celox™ 5’
Z-Fold Gauze is intuitive, easy to
handle, and reduces application time
during all phases of care.

(1) Rall JM et al. Comparison of Novel Hemostatic gauzes to Quikclot Combat Gauze in a standardized swine model
of uncontrollable hemorrhage. TR-2012-22

ECONOMICAL

We recognize the pressures
departments and agencies face to
provide greater medical capability
with diminishing resources. Celox™
hemostatic agents have been carefully
designed to offer a comprehensive
range of clinically and tactically
superior hemorrhage control
solutions, yet priced to maximize
adoption and
fielding.

*Combat Gauze™ is a registered TM of Z-Medica Corporation. ChitoGauze™ is a registered TM of HemCon Medical Technologies.
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Celox™ Gauze is a high performance
hemostatic gauze that offers clinical,
tactical, and economical advantages
over competitive ‘3-Minute’ Gauzes.

Bleeding starts.
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How to Use…
Instructions for use…
Fill wound with
Celox™ Z-Fold
Gauze

Tightly pack the
whole space

1. Tear open pack. Take out the Celox™ Z-Fold
Gauze and take hold of one end with the other
hand.
2. Tightly pack the unfolding Celox™ Z-Fold
Gauze directly to the source of the bleeding.
Pack remaining wound cavity with Celox™ ZFold Gauze or standard gauze. Excess Celox™
Z-Fold Gauze can be torn or cut if necessary.
3. Apply FIRM pressure directly to the wound for
a 3 minutes. If bleeding persists apply direct
pressure for an additional 3 minutes.
4. Wrap and tie with a bandage so as to maintain
pressure on the wound.
5. Discard any remaining Celox™ Z-fold Gauze.
6. Transfer patient to medical facility as soon as
possible.
7. Show empty pack to medical personnel.

Compress
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